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Working to make biking safer and more 
accessible throughout the South Bay.

www.southbaybicyclecoalition.org



Tips for Sharing the Road Legally and Safely

This pocket guide illustrates how bicyclists and 
motorists can “Share the Road” legally and safely 
within California.  

Please read through these safety tips to better 
understand the other person’s view of the road 
and to learn more about cycling and driving more 
safely in our great State.

The more we understand each other’s needs, the 
better we can respect and cooperate with each 
other on the streets.



Ride on the right with the ow of traffic—NEVER ride against traffic on the 
road, in a bike lane, or on a sidewalk. Drivers turning from the side cannot 
see you and approaching drivers will not expect you to be riding the wrong 
way.  (CVC 21202) 

NEVER ride against traffic! 4
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Bicycle Program: Sharrows
Shared Lane Pavement Marking a.k.a Sharrows
Shared lane pavement markings (or “Sharrows”) are placed to guide 
bicyclists to the best place to ride on the road, avoid car doors and 
remind drivers to share the road with cyclists. Unlike bicycle lanes, 
Sharrows do not designate a particular part of the street for the exclusive 
use of bicyclists. They are simply a marking to guide bicyclists to the best 
place to ride and help motorists expect to see and share the lane with 
bicyclists.

What do Sharrows mean for motorists and bicyclists?
Motorists:  Expect to see bicyclists on the street • Remember to give 
bicyclists three feet of space when passing.  Follow the rules of the road 
as if there were no Sharrows.
Bicyclists:  Use the Sharrows to guide where you ride within the lane
• Remember not to ride too close to parked cars.  Follow 
the rules of the road as if there were no Sharrows 28



Example of Sharrow Lanes
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California Vehicle Code

• CVC 21200. (a) Every person riding a bicycle upon a highway has all the rights and is subject to all the provisions 
applicable to the driver of a vehicle. Including driving under the influence of alcoholic beverages or drugs.

• CVC 21200.5.  It is unlawful for any person to ride a bicycle upon a highway while under the influence of an 
alcoholic beverage or any drug, or under the combined influence of an alcoholic beverage and any drug. 

• CVC 21201.  (a) No person shall operate a bicycle on a roadway unless it is equipped with a functional braking
• CVC 21202.  (a) Any person operating a bicycle upon a roadway at a speed less than the normal speed of traffic 

moving in the same direction at that time shall ride as close as practicable to the right-hand curb or edge of the 
roadway. 

• CVC 21203.  No person riding upon any motorcycle, motorized bicycle, bicycle, coaster, roller skates, sled, or toy 
vehicle shall attach the same or himself to any streetcar or vehicle on the roadway. 

• CVC 21204. A operator or passenger on a bicycle shall not ride other than upon or astride a permanent and 
regular seat. If the passenger is four years of age or younger, or weighs 40 pounds or less, the seat shall have 
adequate provision for retaining the passenger in place and for protecting the passenger from the moving parts of 
the bicycle. 

• CVC 21209.  (a) No person shall drive a motor vehicle in a bicycle lane. 
• CVC 21210.  No person shall leave a bicycle lying on its side on any sidewalk. 
• CVC 21212.  (a) Anyone under 18 years of age shall wear a properly fitted helmet when operating a bicycle, non- 

motorized scooter, skateboard, wear in-line or roller skates, ride upon a bicycle, a non-motorized scooter, or a 
skateboard as a passenger.
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